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With your partner, you must answer the following questions by creating slides using google Slides. 

Upload the file named CsConceptsBothLastNames to your HCI/Internet page on your Google Site and 

submit the file to my website.  

Short answer: create a slide for each question and include an image. 

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using computers? 

 

2. What is the difference between a storage device and primary memory? 

 

3. What is the difference between the Internet and the World Wide Web? 

 

4. What is the difference between data and information? 

 

5. What is an operating system? List at least three examples. 

 

6. What is application software? List at least three examples. 

 

7. What are the primary components of a computer? Include an image. 

 

8. How do an IP address and domain name differ? 

 

9. When was the internet created? For what purpose? 

 

10. Explain why file extensions are important and list at least four examples. 

Extended Answer: Create a slide for each answer and if an opinion is given it must be supported by at 

least one source. 

11. Do Text Messages Affect Writing Skills? Consider the impact of text messages on your writing. 

 

12. Not surprisingly, new tools or means of communication, such as e-mail, usually are introduced 

before people agree upon courteous ways to use them. Eventually, standards are established, either 

based on general agreement or through the recommendations of experts. In her book, Guide for the 

Turn-of-the-Millennium, syndicated columnist Judith Martin (Miss Manners) offered guidelines for 

the use of the Internet and other technological innovations. For example, Martin believes that email 

is unsuitable for momentous messages (e.g., “You’re fired”) and too casual for formal salutations 

(e.g., “Dear Sir”). Websites like www.albion.com/netiquette also offer advice on Internet manners. 

Iinterview a number of people about their opinions on the proper, and improper, use of email, 

cellular telephones, or other modern methods of communication. What, if any, opinions are widely 

held? Why? Do any factors (such as age, gender, education, economic level, and so on) seem to 

affect people’s opinions? How? 

 

13. Should You Be Required to Obtain Permission before Posting Photos of Others? Search for your own 

names online and what steps are necessary to protect your online reputation. 

 

http://www.albion.com/netiquette
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14. Creating Strong Passwords. Research and list the guidelines for creating strong passwords. 

 

15. Which organizations are members of the World Wide Web Consortium? 

 

16. Who owns the Internet?  

 

17. Who controls access to the Internet? 

 

18. Find at least one website with a good user interface and one website with a bad user interface. Then 

describe the experience of working with those user interfaces. Why is one better than the other (be 

very clear)? 

 

19. Should Teenagers Be Held Accountable for Their Online Social Network Posts? Discuss possibilities of 

schools and/or colleges tracking online activity and social network-related issues. Debate free 

speech and the digital “trail” social online activity leads. 

 

20. A study of Pittsburgh families discovered a disturbing trend — the more time subjects spent online, 

the more depressed and lonely they tended to be. The report concluded that one hour a week of 

Internet use led to an average increase of 1 percent on the depression scale and 0.04 percent on the 

loneliness scale. Researchers think time spent on the Internet might be deducted from contact with 

real, living people. Study participants reported a decline in interaction with family members and a 

reduction in numbers of friends. No matter how heartfelt, email, chat rooms, and newsgroups have 

an ephemeral quality compared to real human relationships. How does Internet communication 

affect mental health? Why? In terms of mental health, what is the best way to use the Internet? 

 

21. The industrial revolution changed society similar to what ways in which computers have changed 

society? What are the differences? 

 

22. Can I check the speed of my internet connection? Experiment with using the following search terms 

in their favorite search engine: internet speed test. 

 

23. Protecting Yourself from Identity Theft. Research and list the guidelines for preventing identity 

thieves from stealing your personal data. Include a definition of keyloggers in your discussion and 

explain the role of the three major credit reporting agencies and the FTC help line. 

 

24. Can you assume that content on a website is correct and accurate? Discuss who can publish a 

webpage on the Internet and criteria to evaluate a website or webpage. 

 

25. Compressed Files. Offer an explanation of the significance of compressed files. Why do we need to 

compress files?  


